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Objectives

At the end of this training you will:
● Be able to navigate the user interface
● Know the anatomy of an article
● Understand watchlists and discussion norms
● Know how to review articles
● Understand disagreements, arguments, and edit wars
● Understand what a WikiProject is



User Interface



User Interface (cont.)
● http://en.wikipedia.org

http://en.wikipedia.org


Anatomy of an Article



Anatomy of an Article

Lead
Sections
Notes/

References
External Links

Images



Anatomy of an Article – Lead 



Anatomy of an Article – Sections



Anatomy of an Article – Notes and References



Anatomy of an Article – External Links



Anatomy of an Article – Images



Wikipedia: Manual of Style

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Manual_of_Style 

● Yes, Wikipedia has a manual of style (a very detailed 
one). But don't be afraid to make an edit without 
consulting the Manual of Style!

● Consult articles on similar topics to find how to do specific 
formatting or style

● It's okay to copy and paste formatting

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Manual_of_Style


Watchlists and discussion norms

● Allows you to easily see if any changes have been made to 
pages you care about

● http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Special:Watchlist

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Special:Watchlist


Article Selection: What to Do
● Choose a topic that is well established in the discipline, 

but only weakly represented on Wikipedia. The best 
choice is a topic where a lot of literature is available, but 
isn't covered extensively on Wikipedia.

● Gravitate toward "stub" and "start" class articles. These 
articles have only 1-2 paragraphs of information and are 
in need of expansion. 

● Before creating a new article, spend 15-20 minutes 
searching related topics on Wikipedia to make sure your 
topic isn't already covered. Often, an article may already 
exist under another name or as a subsection of a broader 
article.  



Article Selection: What to Avoid
● Trying to improve articles on very broad topics (e.g. Law) 
● Trying to improve articles on topics that are highly 

controversial, e.g. Global Warming, Abortion, Scientology, 
etc. (Note: start a sub-article instead)

● Working on articles that are already of high quality on 
Wikipedia

● Working on something only sparsely covered by literature
● Starting articles with titles that imply an essay-like 

approach, e.g. The Effects That The Recent Sub-Prime 
Mortgage Crisis has had on the US and Global 
Economics instead of Subprime mortgage crisis



Article Selection
What makes a good article?

● Structure 
○ Lead section
○ Body
○ Appendices and footnotes

● Content
● Comprehensiveness—Does the article cover significant aspects of the topic?
● Sourcing—Are the sources of high quality relative to what is available?
● Neutrality—Is the article written from a neutral point of view?
● Readability—Is the article readable and well written?
● Formatting—Does the article adhere to the Wikipedia Manual of Style?
● Illustrations—Is the article adequately illustrated?

○ Community
■ Discussion page offers forum for agreeing on structure and content



Let’s talk...

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fa0Nmv9qsd8

Neutral Point of View
Verification

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fa0Nmv9qsd8


Creating New Articles

● Get off to a good start with:
○ Summary of the topic
○ Reason why the topic is notable
○ Reference to a credible source about the topic

● Create your own workspace or ‘sandbox’ (instructions on 
this later)

● Find another Wikipedia editor to help contribute



Life of an Article
● Begins as “stub”

○ Summary of the topic
○ Statement telling why the topic is important 
○ Source outside Wikipedia confirming the existence and 

importance of the topic (a credible publication or website). 
○ At this point, start writing on Wikipedia. 

● Matures to a more detailed article that captures various 
perspectives

○ Historical (for example, "in 1923, new factors...")
○ Global (for example, "in Europe, this was viewed as...")

● Reaches a level where it is well-written, sourced and 
comprehensive



Life of an Article: Example

● Begins as “stub”
○ http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?

title=Food_Quality_Protection_Act&oldid=385275448

● Matures to a more detailed article that captures various 
perspectives

○ http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?
title=Food_Quality_Protection_Act&oldid=391937184

● Reaches a level where it is well-written, sourced and 
comprehensive

○ http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Food_Quality_Protection_Act



Disagreements, Arguments, and Edit Wars

● The Wikipedia community is critical to the success of the 
project

○ Editing articles
○ Ensuring consistency and accuracy

● Assume Good Faith = core principle
● But disagreements and arguments do arise
● Edit War: 2 editors reverting each others' edits
● When some reverts you, discuss it on the talk page 
● If that doesn't work, talk with your course's Online 

Ambassador for advice on resolving the disagreement



What are WikiProjects?

● A WikiProject is a group of editors with a common 
interest, usually a specific subject area.

● WikiProjects identify relevant articles by add "WikiProject 
banners" to article talk pages.

● WikiProjects vary widely in how active and effective they 
are. Some active projects can offer help, advice and 
support for classes working in their area. For inactive 
projects, the list of members can be useful for finding 
editors who might want to help individually.

● Find related WikiProjects for your topic and reach out to 
them! Online Ambassadors can help you with this.



Thank you!


